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bstract

The second plateau occurring during the reduction of the nickel oxyhydroxide electrode (NOE) was studied by impedance spectroscopy on a cell
ith a pasted electrode prepared from commercial undoped �-Ni(OH)2. Measurements were performed at diverse states of reduction and a large
ariation of impedance upon the transition from the first to the second plateau was observed. This variation mainly takes place at low frequencies

nd is hence related to ionic diffusion. We observed that the impedance becomes more capacitive on the second plateau meaning that the proton
iffusion is limited. These results would be consistent with the gradual formation of an insulating layer of nickel hydroxide at the interface between
he NOE and the electrolyte upon reduction. Once this layer becomes compact the ionic diffusion would be hindered and forced to occur through
his layer, which could explain the voltage drop observed.

2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Nickel-based alkaline batteries (Ni/Cd, Ni/MH or Ni/H2)
re well established in the market and widely used for very
iverse applications including, among others, portable electron-
cs, hybrid vehicles or space applications. Since the first patents
y Jungner (Ni/Cd) [1,2] and Edison (Ni/Fe) [3,4], the positive
ickel oxyhydroxide electrode (NOE) present in these batteries
as been in use for more than a century. However, its devel-
pment has often relied on empirical criteria and even though
any studies have been devoted to the NOE our understanding

f its redox mechanism is still not complete. The intrinsic com-
lexity of the NOE is due to the interdependence of multiple
tructural, chemical and electrochemical parameters that have

een described in many papers, among which those written by
liva et al. [5] and by McBreen [6] deserve a special mention.
erhaps the most controversial phenomenon is the so-called
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second plateau” that corresponds to a partial transfer of the
sual 1.2 V capacity to a 0.8-V potential plateau. Though many
tudies have been devoted to its study, the ultimate origin of this
henomenon is still unclear. Indeed, several explanations have
een proposed in the literature. Among them are (i) an ohmic
rop due to the formation of a barrier insulating layer at the
ctive material/electron collector interface as deduced from the
rst electrochemical studies performed on this topic by Barnard
t al. [7–9], (ii) the presence of another phase in the oxidized
lectrode, either �-NiOOH as proposed by Sac-Epée et al. [10]
rom chemical/electrochemical experiments or Ni2O3H as pro-
osed by Huggins from thermodynamic considerations on the
ernary Ni–O–H system [11] or (iii) the existence of an insulating
lmost stoichiometric phase, Ni(OH)2−ε, in the vicinity of the
urrent collector, also deduced from chemical/electrochemical
nvestigations performed by Léger et al. [12]. However, none
f these explanations is completely satisfactory. On one hand

i) and (iii) fail to account for the amount of capacity delivered
n the second plateau, contrary to hypothesis (ii) that correlated
he amount of the second plateau to the amount of �-NiOOH or
i2O3H. But on the other hand, hypothesis (ii) is also dismissed

mailto:rosa.palacin@icmab.es
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.01.045
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the

y the fact that it has been confirmed that the second plateau
an also be observed in the absence of the �-NiOOH phase in
he electrode and that no experimental report for the presence
f black Ni2O3H [13,14] in the NOE has ever been found. We
ecently performed an in situ neutron powder diffraction study
f the reduction process for NOE electrodes containing both
-NiOOH or �-NiOOH [15] with different particle sizes, that
llowed us to determine that the reduction process is similar in
ll cases and involves mainly a two-phase transformation dur-
ng the whole reduction process along both the first and second
lateau. The results of these studies coupled with PITT electro-
hemical experiments are a clear indication that the origin of the
econd plateau is not rooted on chemical phenomena as it does
ot arise from a phase transition or from an additional phase.
hus, its most probable origin is technological, probably the

ormation of a non-conducting layer as proposed by Barnard et
l. in 1980 [7] the factors governing its amplitude being difficult
o ascertain, as electrode technology involves many inter-related
arameters.

With the aim of getting further insight in this problem we
erformed impedance spectroscopy measurements at different
tages of reduction in order to follow its evolution. This is to
ur knowledge the first time that this technique is applied to the
tudy of the second plateau, and the results obtained seem to
ndicate that in addition to the electronic contribution already
ointed out by Barnard et al., ionic diffusion could also play an
mportant role in the origin of this phenomenon.

. Experimental

The impedance measurements were carried out using an
utolab Potentiostat 20 (Ecochemie, NL) coupled to a fre-
uency response analyser. The impedance measurements were

erformed upon the reduction of the NOE: a constant current is
pplied for a certain time and then cut off to allow the electrode
o relax. The impedance measurement was launched when the
est potential was becoming stable (e.g. not changing by more

s
m
v
m

electrode T-Swagelock® cell.

han few microvolt over 2 h). A sinusoidal voltage wave was
hen applied with a peak to peak value of 10 mV. The frequency
ange of the measurements was from 65 kHz to 20 mHz. All the
easurements were carried out at 25 ◦C.
Three-electrode T-Swagelok® tight closed cells were used for

mpedance measurements (see Fig. 1). This type of configuration
nables to work in limited amount of electrolyte (i.e. 0.05 mL),
OH 5 M. The auxiliary electrode was a disk cut from com-
ercial Cd/Cd(OH)2 electrode whereas the reference electrode
as an oxidized silver wire. The working electrode was pre-
ared by impregnating a nickel foam with a mixture of carbon
P/Ni(OH)2/PTFE in a 30:65:5 mass ratio. The PTFE is used
s a mechanical binder, and the carbon Super P as conducting
dditive. The pasted foam was dried at 55 ◦C, cut in disks of 12-
m diameter (1.15 cm2) pressed at 2 tons cm−2 prior to use, that

ontained 21 mg of Ni(OH)2 each. For simplicity the potential
s expressed versus Cd(OH)2/Cd. Cells were assembled in dou-
le and impedance measurements were carried out on the third
eduction of one of them, once the proper working of the cell and
he reproducibility of the results had been ensured. In addition to
he experiments carried out in three-electrode cells, conventional
ycling experiments were carried out using an Arbin potentio-
tat/galvanostat in similar two-electrode Swagelok® cells (i.e.
ithout reference electrode). In all cases, the electrodes were
xidized at C/5 without overcharging in order to avoid the pres-
nce of �-NiOOH in the electrode. The reduction rate was also
/5. At the end of charges and at the end of discharges the cell
as allowed to relax for 10 min and 1 h, respectively.
X-ray powder diffraction measurements were performed

n a Philips diffractometer PW1710 with Cu K� radiation
λ = 1.54059 Å) whereas scanning electron microscopy micro-
raphs were obtained using a Philips XL-30FEG. Specific
urface areas were measured with a Micromeritics Gemini 2375

ystem according to the Brunauer–Emmet–Teller multipoint
ethod by nitrogen physisorption at 77 K. The sample was pre-

iously dried under argon flow for 14 h and the free space was
easured with helium gas at 77 K.
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at high frequencies (above 100 Hz) the slope of the impedance
curve is close to zero and the phase angle is lower than 5◦;
at low frequencies (below 100 Hz) there is a large variation
of the impedance and of the phase angle as well. As the
Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction pattern and typical SEM micro

Studies were carried out on a commercial Ni(OH)2 consisting
f spheres with a diameter between 5 �m and 20 �m, resulting
rom an agglomeration of thin platelets of nickel hydroxide of
50 Å of diameter with a BET surface of 16 m2 g−1 (see Fig. 2).

. Results and discussion

The conventional cycling experiments carried out confirm
he expected behavior for non-cobalt-doped �-Ni(OH)2 and a
econd plateau is observed upon reduction that accounts for
bout 20% of the total capacity. As the charge efficiency is not
00% due to the competing oxidation of water reaction, and to
he fact that they were not subjected to overcharge to avoid the
resence of �-NiOOH at the NOE, the obtained capacities on
eduction never attain one electron exchanged per formula unit
nd the values usually obtained are around 0.7 electrons. The
hree-electrode cells assembled for impedance measurements
xhibited the same behavior (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 shows the curve corresponding to the third reduction
t C/5 rate of a NOE exhibiting the two successive plateaus at
.25 V and 0.8 V versus Cd(OH)2/Cd, respectively.

Impedance measurements were performed at different reduc-
ion levels. As seen in Fig. 4, a k index is used to point at
hich state the impedance measurement took place, so that the
egree of electrode reduction increases with increasing k value.

he electrode was first reduced up to the k = 1 marked point,

hen the current was interrupted and after potential stabilization
n impedance measurement was carried out. This protocol was
epeated until the last k-index, i.e. k = 8. By proceeding this way,

F
a
c

s of the commercial Ni(OH)2 sample used in this study.

t was possible to follow the impedance variation of the electrode
hile reduced.
In Fig. 5a and b the Bode diagrams of the impedance (mod-

lus and phase angle as a function of frequency) for all the
eductions levels are plotted.

The results clearly show that there are two main regimes:
ig. 3. Typical voltage vs. time profile for a NOE oxidized at C/5 and reduced
lso at C/5. The voltage evolution upon relaxation at the end of discharge
onfirms that the reduction process was fully completed.
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ig. 4. Third reduction curve of a NOE electrode at C/5 rate in NaOH 5 M.
t each k index an impedance electrochemical spectroscopy measurement was
erformed.

lectrode is reduced three different consecutive behaviors are
bserved.

Between k = 1 and 3 (first plateau), both the phase angle and
he impedance are more or less constant. At the end of the
rst plateau until the beginning of the second one (k = 4–7),

he impedance increases sharply and varies linearly with log f.

egarding the phase angle, it reaches rapidly a value as high
s 85◦. A maximum is observed after the transition from the
rst to the second plateau. When the second plateau begins
k = 7), there is a maximum at around 0.1 Hz followed by a slight

ig. 5. Impedance modulus (a) and phase angle (b) corresponding to the mea-
urements at different stages of reduction (see Fig. 4).
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ecrease of the phase angle. Then, when the second plateau is
ompleted (k = 8), a new situation is observed, the electrode is
otally reduced and both the phase angle and the impedance
ecrease by several orders of magnitude.

As the main magnitude variations in terms of impedance and
hase angle occur at frequencies below 100 Hz, we focused our
nalysis in this frequency domain because the anomalous behav-
or of the NOE during reduction could be related to the large
ncrease of impedance in this area. This is also consistent with
he fact that numerous authors noticed that kinetics of nickel
lectrode are mainly governed by the transport of ions in the
uest lattice, that is to say in the low frequency region [16–19].
ndeed, our results indicate that the NOE behaves as a blocking
lectrode as soon as the second plateau is approached. The fact
hat both the impedance modulus and the phase are low during
he first plateau indicates that the electrochemical reaction

-NiOOH + e + H+ → �-Ni(OH)2

is achieved with a good efficiency. Previous in situ neutron
iffraction studies along with PITT measurements [15] have
learly proved that the same electrochemical reaction occurs dur-
ng the second plateau. However, the results of the impedance
tudies indicate that in this case the reaction is performed with
oorer efficiency because both impedance and phase angle are
uch more higher than those observed during the first plateau.
Actually, a blocking behavior clearly appears during the tran-

ition between the first plateau and the second plateau. As
entioned previously, this phenomenon is noticed at low fre-

uency, a fact that indicates that ionic transport is concerned.
yquist plots of the first plateau (k = 1–3) show the typical

xpected behavior. First a high-frequency loop related to the
ouble layer capacitance and the charge transfer resistance is
bservable and secondly a spatially restricted diffusion: a War-
urg region followed by a more capacitive region. This type
f behavior is typical of an active material layer on a metallic
ubstrate. The small deviations observed for the Warburg and
estricted diffusion regions can be attributed to the porosity of
he electrode. Regarding the Nyquist plot of the second plateau,
he blocking electrode behavior is observed, that could be caused
y the existence of a poor conductive film between the electrode
nd the electrolyte. Nevertheless, a parallel leak resistance sub-
ists and diminish when the second plateau starts (k = 7), that
ould be related to the existence of an ionic path across the insu-
ator layer. The magnification of the high-frequency zone shows
hat the charge transfer loop remains but with a smaller amplitude
nd is almost masked by the low-frequency capacitance.

As referred in previous works [20,21] the reduction reaction
akes place at the interface between NiOOH and the electrolyte.
ig. 7 shows a simple sketch illustrating this behavior.

To attempt to render the porosity effect, a unique pore model
as adopted. Needless to say that in a real electrode the model

ould be more complicated due to the nature of the electrode. The

lectrode is made of compacted active material grains that lead
o a large specific surface. But the model presented is sufficient
o give a good understanding on the phenomena that could occur
uring the electrode reduction.
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ness of the insulating layer of Ni(OH)2 could be defined that
involves the reduction of a certain amount of NiOOH. Over this
point, the reduction goes on but with the high voltage drop cor-
Fig. 6. Nyquist plots and d

The process can be described assuming three different stages
f the electrode depending directly on the state of charge. First
tage is linked to the k index number one (see Fig. 4), the active
aterial is more or less NiOOH (stage 1) and even if a part

f Ni(OH)2 had covered a part of the electrode surface a large
mount of NiOOH is not covered. That means that there is a
irect contact of the NiOOH with the liquid electrolyte. Fig. 6
lso clearly shows that for k = 1 the Nyquist plot is that of a
orous film soaking in a liquid electrolyte. During reduction, the
lectronic insulating layer of Ni(OH)2 continues to grow (Fig. 7,
tage 2). It is more and more difficult for the protons to reach
he electrochemical sites and lead to an increase in the diffusion
mpedance. The Nyquist plot for k = 5 shows that at the end of the
rst plateau this impedance tends to be mainly capacitive. Upon
OE reduction the Ni(OH)2 is building up and when the whole

ctive material surface is covered (Fig. 7, stage 3) the protons
ave to push their way through the Ni(OH)2 layer. Figs. 5 and 6
or k = 7 show that the electrode/electrolyte interface is blocking
nd that a small drop of phase angle could be related to the
eak resistance at this interface due to the ionic migration of the
roton through the Ni(OH)2 electronic insulating layer.

In other words, the active material continues its reduction
through the ionic resistance of nickel hydroxide layer. This
situation is analogous to a replacement of the liquid electrolyte

by a solid electrolyte.
Two different regimes should be then considered for the whole
reduction process: one, during the first plateau, is governed by
diffusion from the electrolyte to the active material surface; the
nt high frequency zooms.

other, during the second plateau, is controlled by the proton dif-
fusion through the hydroxide layer at the surface of the active
material. These simplistic sketches show that a critical thick-
Fig. 7. Schematics of the NOE reduction process.
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Table 1
Values of α at high (HF) and low (LF) frequencies extracted from the plot in
Fig. 8

k αHF αLF Correlation coefficient

1 0.26 0.69 >0.99
2 0.24 0.62 >0.99
3 0.23 0.70 >0.99
4 – 0.89 >0.99
5 – 0.91 >0.99
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Fig. 8. Imaginary part of the impedance as function of the frequency.

responding to the second plateau and continues then through
the insulating layer.

The diffusion impedance can be described by a well-known
eneral exponent law which generalises the so-called Warburg
mpedance and which is most of time called CPE (constant phase
lement):

D(jω) = 1

Y0
(jω)−α (0 < α < 1) (1)

D is the diffusion impedance, α is an exponent depending both
n diffusion regime and dispersions induced by the porosity of
he electrode and Y0 constant phase element modulus (F·s1−α).
ommonly, two particular values can be emphasized, one when
= 1/2 and the other when α = 1. Basically, the diffuse layer is
escribed by this equation:

=
√

D

ω

is the diffusive length that is, to say, the mean-free path per
ycle, whereas D is the apparent diffusion coefficient of the
roton involved during the reduction process of NiOOH. If the
hickness of active material (e) is taken as a characteristic length,
t means that at high frequency, i.e. δ � e, the semi-infinite

arburg law applies and α = 1/2. On the other hand, at low
requency, i.e. δ = e, restricted diffusive mode occurs and the
lectrode behaves like a capacitor, α = 1. Needless to say that
his is a very simple case and some deviations are expected due,
or instance, to the porosity of the electrode. To extract α with a
etter accuracy, a log Z′′–log f plot is used because the resistive
art can attenuate the slope changes. As defined by Eq. (1) log Z′′
aries linearly with log f and the value of the slope is α. Fig. 8
epresents the imaginary part of the impedance variation with
requency. For the already explained reasons, we have mainly
ocused on the low-frequency behavior, i.e. f < 100 Hz.

Slope values measured from Fig. 8 are reported in Table 1.
rom k = 1 to 3, the NOE is reduced on the first plateau and
wo slopes are observed. This is an expected behavior, since
iffusion processes on such porous electrode usually take place
n two successive regimes: first with a semi-infinite Warburg
egion and then a more capacitive zone appears as the frequency

t
b
h
a

– 0.91 >0.99
– 0.90 >0.99

f the signal is decreasing. This phenomenon is well known and
irectly related to the diffusion boundary conditions in a porous
lectrode, i.e. CH+,bulk = C◦ and (dC/dx)x = 0 = 0 [22] Thus, aver-
ge values of 0.25 and 0.7 are measured for k = 1–3, instead
f theoretical 0.5 and 1, due to the porosity of the electrode.
hese measurements show that during the first plateau proton

eaches the active material directly from the electrolyte. When
he reduction proceeds (k = 4–7) a poorly conductive layer of
i(OH)2 hinders more and more the ionic motion. As explained

arlier in this paper, to access the remaining active layer pro-
ons have to get through the Ni(OH)2 layer so that the mass
ransport gets more kinetically limited and the NOE tends to a
apacitive behavior with an average slope of 0.9 being obtained
rom Z′′plot. In this case, the remaining NiOOH and the elec-
rolyte stand for the armature of the capacitor and the Ni(OH)2
or the dielectric and proton diffusion leads to the leak resistance
reviously noticed on capacitance plots. It can be seen that, as
ompared to the first stages (k = 1–3), the α deviation from the-
retical value is very low (0.9 against 1), which is consistent
ith the hypothesis that a compact layer of Ni(OH)2 is formed
ithout significant porosity.
The results obtained from impedance spectroscopy are in

greement with neutron diffraction, PITT [15] and also with
revious GITT measurements [23] that give clear proof that
he equilibrium voltage is the same during the first and second
lateaus. Thus it seems clear that rather than having a chemical
rigin, the second plateau is related to the formation of a barrier
ayer at the interface that would not only be electronically insu-
ating as already pointed out by Barnard et al. [7–9] but would
lso hinder ionic diffusion.

. Conclusions

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was applied to the
tudy of the second plateau occurring during the reduction of
he NOE. The results show that a large variation of impedance
ppears when the NOE goes from the first to the second plateau.
he variation takes place mainly at low frequencies related to

onic diffusion. We observe that the impedance becomes more
apacitive at the second plateau meaning that proton diffusion
s restricted. These results would be consistent with the forma-

ion of an insulating layer of nickel hydroxide at the interface
etween the NOE and the electrolyte during reduction that would
inder not only electronic but also ionic conduction. The volt-
ge drop observed upon transition to the second plateau would
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